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III - MFJ!HODG FOR IETERMINING POKER A I D  EFFICIENCY 
By Herman H. Ellerbrock, Jr., and Robert X. Ziemer 
Methods &re presented for determining such  air-cooled  turbine- 
performance  chafacterlstics as power,  efficiency, and so f o r t h  fram 
experimental  data  obtained from specific  investigations.  Suggested 
formulas are  given for determinfng  the  characteristics 8 functions 
of certain para-ters; the  functions are generally unknawn. Methods 
for determining the  functions from the experimental  investigations 
are suggested. Special  plotting methods for isolating  the  effect of 
each  parameter are outlined. These proposed methods constitute only 
the  analysis is unchecked by actual  investigations and is presented 
solely as a guide to  others in the field. 
4 one way of analyzing the results of the turbine investigations. All 
w 
At presmt, although much effort by research,  design, and 
development groups is being  concentrated on 'the  application  of air 
cooling to turbines, very little  published  material is  available. 
A series of reports on the problem  of  determining the experimental 
performance of air-cooled turbines has therefore been prepared  at 
the NACA Lewis laboratory. These reports should not be considere& 
a final  treatise on the subject, but rather  a  basis upon which  work 
may proceed. 
Formulas that are  required for .the evaluation of the heat- 
transfer and the cooling-air  flow  chezacteristfcs are suggested in 
references 1 and 2, respectively. These suggested formulas are so 
arranged  that  certain  dependent  parameters  are  functions of inde- 
pendent parameters. Suggested methods of experimental iwestigation 
L to determine the unknown functions are presented. 
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This report,  the  last of the  series,  presents  suggested  formulas, b 
based on present  knowledge,  for  air-cooled  turbine-performance char- 
acteristics  such  as  power, p m r  losses,  and  efficiency  as  functions 
of  certain  parameters.  Power  and  efficiency formulas for  the  uncooled 
turbine  are  discussed in order  to  establish a basis  for  the  discussion 
of  the  additional  characteristics  that  are  involved in the  evaluation G ~ 
of the cooled turbine. Methods for analyzing experimental data in QI 
order  to  evaluate  these  functions  are  described. 
Methods  for  establishing  the  effects'of  the  parameters  are  by no
m m s  restricted  to  those  outlined  herein.  Improvements  in  technfquee 
are  expected  as  data on air-cooled  turbines  are  accumulated.  Because 
of the  urgent  need  for  published  material on some feasible  methods, 
tf-me has not  been  taken to develop  other,  and  possibly  better,  methods 
for  analyzing  the  turbine results. 
The  formulas f o r  blade pmer and  efficiency of uncooled  turbines 
as  functions of several  parameters,  used  herein, are based on unpub- 
lished  derivations.  Acknowledgement  is  made  to Mr. Arthur W. Gold- 
stein of the  Lewis  staff, -who made  the  original  derivations. 
ANALYSIS 
Typical Flow Path of Turbine-Blade  Coolfng  Air . 
A clear  concept of the  path  the  blade  cooling  air follows through 
the  engine  is  advantageous  prior to the actual  analysis  of  the  per- 
formance  characteristics  of a cooled  turbine. The  typical flow path, 
illustrated  in  figure I, is only one of several  that  could  be  used. 
A l l  other  arrangements,  however,  would  involve  similar  problems. 
I 
In the  arrangement  shown  in  figure 1, the  cooling  air  is  bled  from 
some stage of the  comgressor.  Air  for  cooling  the  rotor  blades  is 
ducted to a point  near  the  rotor  center  line  and is purped by a ten- 
,trifugal  impeller,  which is attached  to  the  upstream  face of the tur- 
bine  disk,  through  individual  holes  at  the  base of each  blade. The 
air  passes through the  blades and out  the  tips  and  then mixes with the 
combustion  gases.  The  pressure  rise through the  centrifugal  impeller 
plus  the  compressor  pressure  at the bleed  point  must  satisfy  the  pres- 
sure  requirements  at  the  blade  roots  and insure positive flow through 
the blades. If, in satisfglng  these  pressure  requirements,  the  tem- 
perature  at the blade  roots  is too high for  adequate  heat  transfer, 
then a heat  exchanger  should  be  placed in the  cooling-air  system. The 
cooling  air  for the stator  blades  is handled in a similar  manner 
although the bleedoff  point on the.comprgssor w y  vary from  that of 
the  rotor  blades; in figure I, air is shown  being  bled off at the  same 
w 
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point. The cooling air passing  through  the  stators can be directed 
around  the tail pipe and cool  this  engine  part  before being dis- 
charged.  Other  arrangements may be possible for reintroducing  this 
air  into  the  combustion-gas stream downstream of the rotor blades. 
The turbine  statfon unibers used  herein are shown in figure 1. 
Station 4 is the positeon  where  the  combustion gas and the  cooling 
air  issuing from the rotor blades have been thoroughly mixed. 
Temperature-Entropy  Diagrams  of  Turbojet  Engine 
with  Cooled  Blades 
The power formulas and power components  presented  subsequently 
are m o r e  easily  understood if a study is made of the temperature- 
entropy  diagrams of turbojet engines. The cycle, whfch is the  basic 
ideal  cycle of almost all jet-propulsion systems,  is  composed of 
four phases:  isentropic  compression,  constant-pressure  addition of 
heat, isentropic expansion, and  constant-pressure  rejection f heat. 
This  cycle,  called the Brayton cycle,  is thennodynamfcslly  illustrated 
by an ideal  temperature-entropy diagram in figure 2(a). All cycle 
diagrams given in f fgure 2 are based on 1 pound of the working 
r f hid. 
Point B in figure 2(a) represents conditions at the  engino 
* inlet. The sir is isentropically compressed both in the inlet dif- 
fuser and in the compressor to reach  state  point C in the diagram. 
The air then enters the combustion chanibers 8nd addition of heat at 
constant pressure occurs  until  state  point l (which  corresponds to 
station 1 at turbine inlet in fig. 1) is reached. The  conbustton 
gas then isentropically  expands  through t e turbine to reach  state 
point 3 (corresponds to station 3 in fig. 1). men no change in 
conditions  between  stations 3 and 4 ie assumed (fig. I), state 
point 4 (fig.  2(a)) fs the same as state  pofnt 3. The gas then 
expands  isentropically from station 4 to station 5 (fig. 1) to reach 
state  poLnt 5, which is at atmospheric pmssure. H e a t  rejection at 
constant  pressure occurs along the line from 5 to B. 
7 
.' 
Y 
The  heat  supplied  is  represented by area ACU); the heat  rejected, 
by area AED; and the heat  available for mechanical work by the engine 
t o  provide  thrust, by the area El5 in figure 2(a). The ideal  work 
of the  turbine is represented by the  exparmion  from  state point 1 
to state point 3. 
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The  actual  cycle  for an engine  with  uncooled  turbine  blades  ie I 
illustrated in figure 2(b). The compressor  and  the  turbine,  because 
of inefficiencies, do not  isentropically  compress  and expand the 
fluid;  consequently,  state  points C and 3 have  higher  entropies  than 
in  the ideal cycle. In figure Z(b) , the heat  addition  in  the com- N 
bustion  chambers is assumed to occur  at  constant  pressure  and  state 
point 4 is  assumed  to  be the-same as state  point 3. These are  rational 
assumptions  and  their  use will not detract  from the validity of  the 
methods  and formulas presented  herein. 
t; 
01 
The  heat  supplied  is  the area under  line C1, but  the  heat 
rejected  is  increased  by  the  area ABB'A', which  represents  the  com- 
pressor  inefficiency,  and by the area D t 5 ' 5 D ,  which  represents the 
turbine  inefficiency  (reference 3). The  heat  convertible  to  mechan- 
ical work for  thrust  purposes i then  the  difference  between  area 
A ' C I D '  and  the  area AB5D, which  is  the  total  heat  rejected. The 
turbine  work or  the  reaction  work of the  combustion  gases on, the 
turbine  wheel,  which  results  from  the  expansion  between  state 
points 1 and 3 in  figure 2(b),  is  called  the  blade  power PB. This 
power  is  less than the ideal power  which  is  the result of 
eqpansion between  state  points 1 and 4 '  in  figure 2(b). 
For the case of the  engine  with cmled turbine  blades,  two 
diagrams must be  considered:  one for the sir passing  through  the 
engine in the  customary manner (that is, flows  across  the  turbine 
blades)  and  another  for  the air that is bled off from the compressor, * 
passed through  the rotor blades  for  cooling  purposes,  and  then rein- 
troduced  into  the  main  air strem. Figure  2(c)  illustrates  the  cycle 
for  the  air  passing  through  the  engine  in  the  customary manner and 
figure 2(d> is  applicable  to  the  rotor-blade  coolfng  air. 
t 
The diagram shown in figure 2 (c)  for  the  working  fluid i s  the 
same as thkt in  figure 2(b) for  2he  uncooled  turbine  up  to  state 
point I. During  the  expansion  process  through  the  turbine,  however, 
heat  is given up  to  the  rotor.blades,  which  are  cooled,  and  to  the 
stators if they  are also cooled.  This  heat  extraction  causes  the 
expansion line  to be as shown, state  point 1 to state  point 3, instead 
of that of the  uncooled  turbine  indicated  by  the  dashed  line  from 
state  point 1 to  state  point 3' in  figure 2(c). Om' theory,  how- 
ever, is that  the  expansion  from  etate  point l to state  point 3 for  
the  cooled  turbine is along the same line as for  the  uncooled  turbine 
but drops to  the  same  pressure l vel as  for the case shown here. . 
The  heat  extraction  occurring in the  stator and rotor blade8 is 
believed  to  affect o n l y  the  boundary  layer  around  the  blades  and  not 
the main gas stream.  Downstream of station 3, mixing  of  the  working 
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fluid  with  the  cooling  air  issuing from the rotor blades  and  with 
the  cooling  air  from  the  stators if it  is  reintroduced  into  the 
main  body  of  fluid  occur8  at  constant  pressure  causing a cooling 
Q) 
N of the  working  fluid.  This mixing is  indicated by the line  between 
f? state  points 3 and 4 in figure 2(c). State  point 4 to  state 
poht 5 indicates expansion of the working f lu id  in the  jet nozzle 
as in figure 2(b). 
If state  point 3 could be accurately  determined in figure 2(c), 
- which is the  state  before  the  working  fluid m xes with  the  cooling 
sir,  then  the  blade  power PB provided  by the working fluid  could 
be  determfned by the  expansion from state  point 1 to state point 3. 
State  point 3 in  figure 2(c)  is at a lower pressure  than  state 
point 3', which i s  the  condition  that  would prevail in  the  uncooled 
turbine. This greater  expansion  is  required  across  the cool d tur- 
bine  because of the  heat-transfer  effects and the  power  required 
to  pump  the cooling air. 
I Experimentally  measuring  this  state,  however,  is  very,difficult. 
The cooling  air, bled off the  compressor  for the rotor blades, 
is  compressed in the  fnlet  diffuser  and  partly in the compressor 
fn the  same  manner as the  working  fluid. This compression  is  indi- 
cated  by  the line BC' in figure 2 (a). The pressure  at C '  , however, 
is  usually lower than  the  pressure at C (fig. 2 ( c ) )  because  the 
cooling  air  does  not  usually have to be compressed to as hfgh a 
pressure as the  working  fluid,  State  point C' a t  the compressor 
bleedoff is assumed to  be  applfcable  to  the  point  of  admission  of 
the  air  at  the  rotor  cooling-air  inlet  near  the  center  line of he
shaft  (fig. 1). The losses in ducting between  the compressor and 
the  rotor are neglected. Compression of  the  air  occurs in the 
impeller  passage on the  upstream  face  of  the ro o r  disk, whfch is 
indicated  by the change  in  state  from C* to h (blade-root  state 
point)  in  figure Z(d).  Near  the blade root, the  pressure  and  the 
temperature  of  the  cooling air both  increase,  but  near  the  blade 
tip  the  pressure  usually  decreases  while the t mperature  continues 
to  increase, These changes are Indicated by the  state  line  between 
points h and T, or 3, in  figure  2(d>. The heat  that  is given up  by 
the  working  fluid and picked  up by the  coolfng  air  is  reflected  in 
the shape of this line. The  cooling  air a t  the  blade t i p ,  state 
point T or 3, has the same pressure as the  working  fluid  at sta- 
tion 3. Mixing  of the cooling air  with  the  workingfluid  then 
occurs at constant  pressure as in  figure Z(c), which  causes  the 
cooling air to  heat  up  along the line  between  state  point 3 and 
state  point 4 in figure Z(d). The'conditions  at 4 in figure 2(d) 
are  the same as those at the  same point in figure 2(c). Expansion 
% 
r 
i 
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of the  cooling  air  as a mixture  with  the  working  fluid  then  occur8 b 
f r o m  state  point 4 to  state  point 5, which  corresponds  to  the 
expansion in the  jet  nozzle. 
In order to determine  the  heat  available f o r providing  thrust 
for a cooled  turbine,  consideration f figures  Z(c) and 2(d)  is 
necessary.  The  heat  supplied  wfll  be  the  area' A'ClD' (fig.  Z(c)) 
multiplied  by  the  weight flow of the working fluid. The heat 
rejected w i l l  be  the  weight flow of working  fluid  (combustion  gases) 
multiplied by the  area AB543D (fig.  2(c))  plus  the  product of the 
weight flow of cooling air through the ro to r  blades and the  area 
ABSD (fig. Z ( d ) ) .  Then the  available  thrust  will be the  difference 
betweenathe  total  heat  supplied and the  total  heat  rejected. If, 
however, the Etators are cooled, there w f l l  be an additloas1  heat 
rejection  that  will  Further  reduce  the  available  thrust  for a 
given  cycle. 
1 
.Lo 
0 
t;f 
Because only the  turbine  component  is  considered  herein,  the 
total pumping power is defined  as  the  energy  required  to  pump  the 
rotor-blade  cooling  air  from  the  point near the shaft where  it  enters 
the  turbine  rotor  to  the tip,of the  blade, that is ,  between  state 
points C' and T or 3 (fig.  2(d));  ducting  losses  are  neglected. 
From the  foregoing  discussion of the  temperature-entropy  dia- 
grams, the  net  power  required  from  the  turbine  to  compress  the 
working  fluid  (neglecting  mechanical losses, which are discussed 
later) is the  difference  between  the blab power PB and  the  power 
required  to pump the cooling  air through the  blades Pp. The total 
pumping  power Pp + Pm considered herein  is only that pmer extrac- 
tion required  to  transfer  the  coolant  from  the  entrance  to  the  tur- 
bine rotor  to  the blade tip  and  the  effect of bleedoff of compressor 
air for  cooling on engine  performapce  is  not  di6CU8Sed. (All symbols 
are defined in genersl  terms  in  the  appendix.) 
Cooled  Turbine  Power  Concepts 
In the  foregoing  discussion of the  temperature-entropy  diagrams, 
the  concept of ideal and  net  blade  power of a cooled turbine  is 
brought out. Figure 3 is a summery in schematic fonn of all the 
power  components of an air-cooled  turbine  as  considered  herein. The 
net  blade  power PB - Pp, caused by the  forces on both the  outside 
and the  inside of the  blade,  is  the  dffference  between  the  ideal 
power  Pid and the sum of blading losses PSL and Pm, leakage 
I 
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.L losses Pa, and coolant pumpfng losses from blade  root t o  t i p  Pa. 
The shaft power Psh that is available f o r  driving the compressor 
and accessories is found by subtracting all the  turbine mechanical 
losses Ebnd the coolant pumping power from the  entrance t o  the tur- 
bine  rotor  to  the blade root from the net blade power, 
Uncooled Turbine Power Components 
Before discussing the cooled turbine, a brief review of the 
generation of useful power and the dissipation of power through 
losses in  an uncooled turbine is given because these power additions 
and extractions determine the-net output of the turbine. The review 
can easily be extended t o  account f o r  the additional  effects of other 
power components that are introduced when cooling is used. The f o l - -  
laring sections  dealing with the uncooled turbine are based on the 
very complete discussions and fnvestig8tions of 8 turbine i n  which 
a complete analysis of the useful and nonuseful work of a  turbine 
is given (reference 4) . 
Ideal pawer. - The ideal work (fig. 3) represents the maximum 
attainable f o r  expansion of gas between specified  total  pressures 
a t  the stator  inlet  and the rotor outlet. Ideal work is based on 8 
reversible  process  involving no heat transfer and consequently no 
entropy change. The total-pressure ratio is used as a basis f o r  
af ter  expansion is not chargeable to  the turbine because it is avail- 
able for  producing engine thrust. 
I 
% idealpower and any velocity energy remaining in the gas stream 
where 
$S maximum attainable energy or  ideal energy, (Btu/lb 1 
h' g,l  t o t a l  enthalpy of gas st stator inlet ,  (Btu/lb) 
h' & 3 , S  final total enthalpy of gas attained  at  rotor outlet with the process described, (Btu/lb) 
The ideal or raximum attainable energy can also be computed from 
8 
r 
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for a y g  assumed  constant  or average across 
and  rotor 
(2  1 
the  turbine  stator 
where 
pt&l 
average  total  pressure of gas at  stator  inlet,  (lb/sq f t ) 
p‘ g , 3  
average  total pressure of gas at  rotor  outlet, (lb/sq ft> 
yg ratio of specific  heats of combustion  gas 
Use of equation (2) is tedious  because of the  determination of y g  
required,  although  this  problem has been  somewhat simplified by the 
charts in reference 5. Eqntion (I) is  recommended  for  uncooled 
%turbines. A subsequent  section  includes  methods of evaluating  var- 
ious  factors  discussed  throughout  the  report of which Ashag is an 
example. 
The  ideal power determined from equation (1) and the gas flow 
rate is 
r 
c 
where 
J mechanical equivalent of heat, (ft-lb/Btu) 
Pid ideal power, (hp) 
W €x combustion-gas  flow  rate,  (lb/sec) 
Blade  parer. - In passing across the turbine  stator and rotor 
blades, the ideal power is decreased  because of stator-  and  rotor- 
blade losses, (friction,  separation, and other  viscous  effects). 
Also,  because of the  clearance  between  the  rotor-blade t ips  and  the 
shroud, a rotor-tip leakage loss may occur.  Thus  the  power  deliyered 
t o  the  turbine  wheel,  hereinafter  called  blade power, is  equal to 1. 
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where 
9 
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" 
PB useful power delivered by blades to rotor, (hp) 
Pat rotor-blade loss, (hp) 
PsL stator loss, (hp) 
pR; rotor-tip leakage loss, (hp) 
When no heat loss from the shroud and other turbine parts is 
assumed in an uncooled turbine, the energy equation fs 
where 
EB mechanical energy delivered to blades, (Btu/lb) 
total enthalpy of gas at rotor outlet, (Btu/lb) c 
h'g,3 
'c or 
'B = h'g , l  - h'g,3 = Ahtg 
Then 
w$h * gJ 
'B = 550 
( 7 )  
Because the stator- and rotor-blade losses are practically 
impossible to isolate and to quantitatively evaluate from over-all 
performance data, these losses ar8 considered 8s a single loss and 
are determined as the difference between the ideal puwer and the 
blade power plus the accountable losses. 
The rotor-t ip leakage loss, principally encountered in reaction- 
I t ype  turbines, can be estimated from (reference 4)  
10 
where 
b blade length, (ft) 
% rotor-tip clearance, (ft) 
83 outlet  angle of blade  relative to plane of rotor disk  (fig. 4),  
0 thickness  coefficient  (unity  for  most  reaction  turbines) 
Shaft  power. - Other losses occurring in a turbine  cause  the 
power delivered  to  the  turbine  shaft  to be less  than  the  blade  power. 
These are  mechanical losses and  include  the  rotor-disk  frictional 
drag loss  and the bearing  and gear lOSS83. In an experimental  setup, 
other  accessory losses may be  present such as tachometer  drive  loss 
and so forth,  which  are  grouped as miscellaneous  losses.  Thus, the 
shaft power is 
where 
PBE bearing  and  gear losses, (hp) 
FM miscellaneous losses inherent in setup, (hp) 
% rotor-disk  friction loss, (hp) 
’8h shaft power, (hp) 
The  rotor  friction lOS8 is the parer  required to rotate the 
rotor  disk  without blades aga-t the frictional drag of the rela- 
tively stagnant gases in  the  clearance  space on either  side of the 
rotor  disk. This parer loss may be  expreesed as (references 4 and 6) 
P 
nY w 
0, 
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.. where 
%,h diameter of rotor  disk  at  blade  root,  (ft) 
Q ) '  z ET rotor  speed, r p m  
%,h 
pg 
peripheral  speed of rotor disk, (ft/sec) 
density of gases 8urrourding disk, (slugs/cu ft) 
pg viscosity of gases surrounding a s k ,  (slugs/(sec)(f't)) 
The bearing  and gear losses may be evaluated by measuring the 
rate of oil flow to the bearings and the temperature rfse of  the 
oil. In order to avoid  heat-transfer  effects,  the  callbration f
these losses should be made with  air flowing through the turbine  at 
a temperature  approxfmating  that  of  the oil temperature.  The  pres- 
sures and the temperatures In the lubricating system should be main- 
tained close to full-scale  operating  conditions.  The oil-teqerature 
thermocouples  should be located as closely  as pwsible to the bearing- 
oil inlet and outlet. The power loss is 
c c~,LvLJ(*T)L 
PRE = 550 . 
where 
C P,L specific  heat of lubricant (oil),  (Btu/(lb) (%) 1 
oil flow rate,  (lb/sec) wL 
(AT)L temperature  rise of o i l  through bearings, (?E') 
For a given  oil-inlet  temperature and oil flow rate, thfs  power  loss 
is proportional to some power of the  turbfne speed, that is, 
PBE =e 
where KgE and n are constants for each oil flow rate and oil- 
inlet temperature. The values of power loss against  turblne speed 
can be plotted on log-log cooidinstes for each  flow  rate and oil 
temperature. The  resulting,graph  should  appear as 8 straight line. 
- 
The  rotor-disk  friction  and  bearing losses may be  better eval- - 
uated  by  another  method  that  requires  motoring of the  turbine. The 
turbine disk without  blades  or a dummy wheel of the 6- size  and w 
shape  is  motored  at  various  speeds in air  st  various  densities  while 
the  power  required  for  motoring is measured. If the  turbine disk 
is  used,  the  blade-root  slots-must  be  filled  or  covered  to  obtain 
a smooth r i m .  The  static  pressure  and  temperature  are  measured  in 
the  relatively  stagnant  air  space on both  sides of the  turbine  disk 
and  at  the  rim,  and  the  densities of the  air  at  these  locations  are 
determined. Then, the  power  required  for  motoring,  which  includes 
bearing,  gear,  and  rotor-disk  friction  losses,  is  plotted  against 
the  mean  density of air,  with  turbine speed as the  third  variable. 
The value of this  power, as determined  by  extrapolation f the  curve 
to  zero  density, is the  bearing  and  gear losses and  varies  only  with 
turbine  speed  because  the  oil flaw rate  is a function of speed if 
oil-inlet  temperature  is  maintained  constant.  The disk friction 
loss is obtained  by  subtracting  the  bearing,  gear,  and  rim  friction 
losses from the  total  motoring  requirements. In considering  the 
bearing  lossea  obtained  by  the motoring investigations,  the  addi- 
tional  shaft  unbalanced  thrust  forces  encountered  in  actual  operation 
are  probably  minor  in  relation  to  the  over-all  power.  Hence for a 
given  turbine,  the  evaluatton of the  disk  friction loss with  this 
method  can  be  used  to ffx the value of the  constant (1.272 in  equa- 
tion (10)) in the rotor-dfsk  power loss equation. 5 
(rc 
N 
0, 
The miscellaneous losses PM in equation (9)  depend on the 
experimental  setup  and vary from one setup  to  another. Consequently, 
no method of evsluation  can  be gfven. If a check on the  shaft  power 
is  required,  methods  for  evaluating  the losses f o r  each  setup must 
be  devised by the  individual  investigator. 
+ 
Air-Cooled  Turbine  Power  Components 
No analysis has evidently been made of the  useful  power and 
power  losses  similar  to  that of reference 4 for a cooled  turbine 
when the  coolant  is  mixed  with the combustion gas or  when  it is 
unmixed.  It  is  difficult to separate  turbine  losses  when two streams 
. of fluids  are mixed as is the  case  to  be  considered  herein  (cooling 
air  flowing  out  of  the  rotor-blade  tips  and  mixing  with  the  combus- 
tion  gas).  This  cooled  turbine  configuration  is  hereinafter  called 
a mixed-flow  turbine  and should not be co&used with  the  mlxed-flaw- 
type impeller. A system of power  components, which parallels that 
given f o r  the  uncooled  turbine, is considered  wherever  possible  in 
the following analysis. 
blade- the combustion gas flows across the blsites and the  coolhg 
air generally flows through the blades, almost perpendlcular t o  the 
gas flow, and emerges from the blade t ips .  On emergence from the 
blades, the cooling alr  mixes wlth the combustion-gas stream down- 
stream of the rotor. The mixed-flow case fs the only one considered 
herein. The combustion gas contains EL certain qwntity of energy 
upstream of the turbine stators. If the stators are cooled, some of 
this i n i t i a l  energy is  l o s t  through heat  tranefer t o  the  stator cool- 
ant. AS cansidered in this analyeis, the s ta tor  coolant does not 
mix w i t h  the combustton gas, which is probably the case for  most 
turbines employing stator cooling. In passing across the rotor 
blades, the conibustion-gas energy is further dissipated as heat loss 
t o  the rotor-blade  coolant and as mechanfcal work performed by the 
gas on the blades. The cooling air, entering the blade roots with 
some i n i t i a l  energy, receives energg from the heat  addition and from 
the work performed on it by the  centrfigsl   action of the  blades 
(pumping work) . The difference between the forces exerted by the 
combustion gas on the  outslde of the  blade and the forces  exerted by 
the blade6 on the cooling air is the net reaction force on the blades 
and provides a torque t o  the rotor. 
Blade  ower. - In an air-cooled turbine (considering only the 
The energy equation for  the two fluids for  8 turbine with cooled 
r stator and air-cooled rotor blades, with the assungtion of no heat 
loss from the  turbine  parts such as the shroud and w f t h  the assump- 
tions  that all heat transferred to the cooling afr occurs in  the 
* blades, can be represented as follows: 
where 
hfa,h to ta l  enthalpy of cooling air a t  blade root, (Btu/lb) 
h' total enthalpy of cooling-air and conibustion-gas mixture 
my4 downstream of turbine,  (Btu/lb) 
PP power t o  pump cooling air through blades, (kp) 
a, heat loss from combustion gas or hest gain by cooling a i r  in 
Qs heat loss to stator, (Btu/sec) 
- rotor  blades, (Btn/sec) 
wa cooling-air flow rate through rotor  blades,  (lb/sec) 
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The  net  power  transmitted to the rotor  is (from equatian (W)) - 
PB - Pp - (W&lf 1J + Wah' a hJ) - + w,)h', qJ - QsJ 
550 
(14) 
In equations (13) and (14), the  total entklpy of the  cooling 
air at the  blade  root is an absolute  value. When determining 
Pg - Pp by use of equation (14) f r o m  specific measurements, it  is 
impossible t o  determine hfa,h directly. A total  enthalpy of the 
cooling air relative to the m o v i n g  blades h"a,B,  however, can be 
determined from instruments  located in the  cooling-air  passages. 
Then, if these  enthalpies are defined  as 
va, h2 
hfa,h hs,h +- 2~~ 
and 
where 
&,h Stlthalpy Of Cooling air  at blade root, (Btu/lb) 
Va,h  absolute  velocity of cooling air at blade mot, (ft/sec) 
wa,h  relative  velocity of cooling a b  at blade root,  (ft/sec) 
and if the following relation is assumed to exist between  these 
velocities 
then  equation  (14)  can be rewritten as 
%,h2 wghtg 1J + xa 2Jg w + wa h', 4;f - QsJ 
PB - Pp = t 
550 
- If the stators are uncooled, the term Q,$ is  deleted. Equation (15, 
corresponds and reduces t o  equation ( 7 )  for the uncooled turbine if 
war %, and Pp are set equal to zero,. which is the case fo r  the 
83 uncooled turbfne (assuming Ah3-4 = 0). x 
Shaft power. - Losses similar to those for the uncooled turbine 
that dissipate some of the power recefved by the rotor  blades are 
present in the cooled turbine so that the shaft power is less than 
blade reaction power. For the cooled turbine, an equation similar 
t o  equation ( 9 )  can be se t  up, thus. 
and PB - Pp is the reaction power transmitted t o  the rotor as 
determined by equation (15) rather than PB as In the uncooled tur- 
bine, and PpR fs the parer required to pump the cooling air from 
its point of entry in the turbine disk t o  the blade root. The disk 
friction,  bearing and gear, and niiscellmeocs losses are determined 
8s’ in the case of the uncooled turbine. 
Ideal power. - The ideal power of the cooled turbine where the 
.r cooling air and codmstion gas mix downstream, considering an isen- 
- W e t ,  the rotor-blade  root in the coolant passage, and the final 
tropic process (no change in entropy), is assumed to be that obtain- 
able from both fluids provided that the total  presaurea at  the stator 
mixLng station are specified. The mxlrmrm work is obtained, as in 
the uncooled turbine, vith a reversfble  process but w i t h  the addi- 
tional consideration of the simultaneous flow of both fluids. Then 
the equation f o r  the coaibustion gas, paralleling equation (2), is 
and, f o r  the cooling afr, 
r 
16 
where 
Ea,8 ideal energy of cooling air, (Btu/lb) 
"a,h absolute total pressure of cooling air at rotor-blade root,  
( W s q  ft)  
total pressure of mixture of cooling sir and combustion gas 
p'm'4 dowstream of turbine, (lb/sq ft) 
ra ratio of specific bats  of cooling air  
On the basis of equations ( 1 7 )  and (18), the ideal power is  
The values of h',,h and pIa,h are obtained indirectly from . 
the measured relative values of h"a,h and p",,h, respectively. 
The absolute and relative values of enthalpy and pressure are relate6 
as shown by the following expressions: 
where 
I 
"'a, h relative t o t a l  temperature of cooling air at blade root, (%) 
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When the  absolute  values, as determined from the preceding expres- 
sions, are substitute& in equation (19), the i b a l  pmer can be 
evaluated. 
The ides1 power for the cooled turbine is decreased because of 
stator- and rotor-blade 1osse8, such as friction, separation, and 
other viscous effects, and possibly because of a leakage loss due 
to the clearance between the rotor-blade tips and the shroud. The 
word "possibly" is used because coolfng af r  discharged into the 
clearance space may alter  the leakage loss as  defined in an uncooled 
turbine. In this case, equation ( 8 )  is believed not to apply and no 
substitute formula i e  available a t  present. Losses due t o  separation, 
friction, and BO forth  subtract from the energy of the cooling air. 
Then the ideal power available from both f lu ids  i n  the cooled tur- 
bine may be expressed in terms of blade power, pumping power, and 
power 1osse8, a8 
or, corresponding to equation (4), as 
r 
where 
e PB - Pp net power delivered t o  turbipe rotor, (hp) 
The other terms have been defined and are  the same as f o r  the 
uncooled turbine. 
The decrease In available energy due to heat  transferred  to  the 
stator c o o h t  does not appear i n  equation (20).  his omission can 
be explained by referring t o  figure  2(c) w h e r e  the expansion f o r  an 
uncooled turbine is indicated by the line between state  points 1 
and 3' . As cooling takes place, the expansion l ine m m s  t o  the 
l e f t  and t o  a lower back pressure, that is, between state  points 1 
and 3. Thus, because of cooling, both fdeal power and blade paver 
of the cooled turbine have been changed f r o m  the uncooled case. 
Because these powers change, the effect of stator cooling is accounted 
for  in the  values of PB  and Pid in equation (20). 
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As i n  the moo led  turbine,  the  stator- and rotor-blade losses - 
and the cooling-air losses are practically impoS6ible t o  evaluate 
from cooled-turbine operational data.. Knowledge of blade power, 
coolant pumpfng power, and ideal power, however, i s  quite sufficient 
for a study of turbine pezformance. The separation of the power 
components is given merely a s ' &  general outline of the factors 
decreasing the available energy. 
* Coolant pumping power. - Pumping pover is defined as the parer 
required from the turbine t o  pump the cooling air through the  rotor 
and is considered 8 loss. The term "rotor" includes the rotor blades 
and whatever portion of the disk through which the cooling a i r  passes. 
The energy input to the coolant flowing between two statfons, 
such as the blade root and blade t i p  due t o  pumping action, is deter- 
mined from consideration of the rotor torque, which is equal t o  the 
rate of change i n  the moment of momentum of the cooling a i r .  The 
change in  the moment of momentum through the blades per pound mass 
of cooling a i r  is 
=T%,~,T - 
where 
rhVu,a,h 
rh radius from shaft center line to blade root, ( f t )  
rT radius from shaft center l ine to blade tip, (ft) 
Vu,,,h tangential component of absolute velocity of cooling air 
at blade  root, ( ft/sec) 
V,,,,T tangential compo~nt of absolute velocity of cooling sir 
a t  blade tip, (ft/sec) 
The torque is then equal t o  
The power required t o  pump the coolant through the blades is there- 
fore  the  Euler equation, 
G 
N 
0, 
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where 
o angular  velocity of rotation of rotor,  (radians/sec) 
In the derivatim of the equation f o r  the heat transferred  to 
the  cooling air (reference l), the  tangential  component of the 
absolute  velocity of cooling  air  at the radius I s  
where 
fa slip factor 
u tangential  velocity  of rotor at radius r; (ft/sec) 
Also shown  in  reference 1 on the basis of reference 7 is that, for 
the  dimensions  of  the  cooling-air  passage in the blades, fs is 
practically equal to 1. Thus, O r  can be substituted for Vu,a 
in equation (21) with neglfgible  error so that'the power for pumping 
the cooling  air . t h r o u g h  the blades finally becomes 
If the  cooling  air s introduced  through the sheft and  passes 
through  the ask, the additional  power for pump- the  air  through 
the disk (Pm in equation (16)) is obtained  using  equation (23) 
but replacing  the term rr2 - .a2 In this  equation with Q~ - I?, 
where r dsnotes a mean radius at which the air fs introduced in 
the disk, Experiments  (reference 8) conducted on a  turbine to reduce 
the  total pumping power losses show that the use of equation (B), 
but with Q replaced by 0 for the case of air flowing f r o m  the 
shaft and out the blade tips  gave a close  approximation to the actual 
total  pumping Losses. Equatfon (23) was used in investigations  de- 
eoribed in reference 9 and good agreement with the measured values 
of prlmping power was obtained. 
Parameters  AfYecting Blade Power 
- Evaluations of turbine-performance relations. - Expressing the 
performance of jet-propulsion  engines,  turbines, and compressors in 
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terms of generalized  parameters  derived  by  dimensional  analysis I s  
common practice. The gmuping of miable6 into  such  parameters  is 
useful  because  the  number of variables  involved in experiment or 
analysis is  eff8c.tively  reduced.  Generalization f the  data by the 
use of these  parameters permfte the  experfmental  results  obtained 
during operation with one set,of experimental  conditions  to  be  used 
for estimating  performance  at  other  operating  conditions. 
A derivation of performance  parameters  for  jet  engines showing 
the  methods used is given in reference 10; a simflar derivation, 
but  including  factors not considered in reference 10, fs presented 
in reference 11. Typical  results f o r  turbines  from  wind-tunnel 
investigations emtplofing similar derivations are given in refer- 
ences 12 and 13 in which the veriffcatian of the parameters  used 
is obtained. 
Turbine power from simple velocity diagram. - In the velocity 
diagram at the stator  outlet  (fig. 41, p 2  is the  angle of attack 
of the  fluid  with  respect  to  the  rotor  blade. How 
or 
where 
% = b/2 tangentid  velocity of rotor blade st midspan, (ft/sec) 
v2 stator-outlet  velocity,  (ft/sec) 
vz,&x axial component of stator-outlet velocity, (ft/sec) 
v2,u tangential collrponent of stator-outlet velocity, (ft/sec) 
az angle of stator-outlet  velocity (fig. 4),  (deg) 
When no jet  deflection is assumed, % Is constant. Consequently, 
the angle of attack on which the blade  power  depends  varies  with  the - 
parameter u~ = b/2 v.2 1 
21 
where 
Equation (25) is for  the simple c a m  of an incompressible and invis- 
cid  fluid, no heat transfer  from  turbine shell to oil  or surrounding 
atmosphere, PO heat  transfer t o '  cooling air flowing through blades, 
fixed inlet  conditions, and no heat-capaicity relaxation time or 
lag of the fluid. 
. Factors  affeuting power. - In the  derivation of blade power, 
however, all the independent  variables  should be considered. Com- 
pressibility  considerations requife the  Introduction  of the density 
ratio  across the turbine;  visoosity  requires  the  fntroduction of 
Reynolds and Prandtl nunhers; a dimmionless parameter involving 
some dimension of the  turbine is needea; the  properties of the fluid 
(specific  heat,  con&ictlvity, ana heat-capacity lag) require the 
5ntroductim.of Prandtl nuniber; and t h e  speed of sound in the  fluid - at the turbine inlet must be considered. Derivatfon of formulas  that 
include all the  foregoing terms and that express blade power directly 
from d a t a  is  impossible st present;  consequently, recourse is made to 
dimensional sn~lysis as in references 10 and 11, - 
Turbine-blade  pover formula from dimensional  analysis. - Formulas 
for  blade pover have been  derived using afmensional analysfs; the 
derivations  were based on notes, neither the notes nor the derivations 
being  publfshed. The dsrfvations  resulted in end  equations of a form 
such that  certain terms, such as heat-capacity lag, are  omitted 
because of their  negligible  effect on turbine power. Thus for the 
uncooled turbine, when  the heat loss from the shroud and  the  varia- 
tion of the ratio of specific heats axe neglected, the blade power 
of  a  specific  turbine vas shown to be a function of the  following 
parameters: 
HACA RM ESOELB 
cross-sectional  area  at  stator  inlet, (sq ft) 
total pressure at rotor  outlet,  (lb/sq Ft) 
Reynold8 nunrber 
ratio of specific  heats of combustion gas at stator-inlet 
temperature 
By methods  given in reference 11 and expanded in  the  unpub- 
lished  derivations  an& by removing the constant A 1  and moving  it 
into the  function f, the equation for power  (equation (26)) can 
be corrected to standard  turbine-inlet conditions. The resulting 
equation is 
where 
standard HACA sea-level pressure, 2116.8 (lb/sp ft) 
standard aAcA sea-level  temperature, 518.4 (9) 
ratio of specific heat8 of gas at standard NACA sea-level 
temperature 
~ g , ~ P ' g , l ~ ~ ~ O  
7g, lT 'g, J Y O T O  
In most turbines the Reynolds number  effect  has been negligible, 
so that  eliminating  it f r o m  equation (27) causes  this  equation to 
become the familiar  turbine-blsde  power formula f o r  nncooled  tur- 
bines. For pressure  ratios less than critical, the pressure ratio 
in equation (27) can be replaced by the corrected gas P'g, 3/P'g, 1 
weight flow wg+5&. 
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d The net blade parer in an air-cooled turbine is the difference 
between  the  power  due to the gas forces on the  outside of the blade 
PB and the coolant  pumping power Pp. More parameters than those 
given in equation (27) are  necessary to obtain  a  corrected  net  blade 
power formula sFmilar to equation (27). 
a 
N m 
rl Coolant pumping parer is a function of turbine speed and cooling- 
air flow rate as shown by equation (23). Pumping power,  however, 
must be a function of the  corrected  speed and the corrected  combustion- 
gas f l o w  rate  before it can be +ncluded in an equation  similar to 
equation (27); then equatfon (23) can be rewritten as 
so that 
and 
Thus 
or 
With reference to equation (13), the terms involving &a 
cancel  each other: Because of the irreversible nature of the raking 
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of the  cooling  air  with  the  combustion  gas,  the  heat  transfer affects c 
the  available mixture entropy  and  thus  affects  the  net  blade  power. 
Consequently, a parameter  involving &a should appear  in  the  equa- 
tion for the power output of the air-cooled  mixed-flow  turbine, sim- 
i l a r  to  equation ( 2 7 ) .  G 
On the basis of  the  foregoing  reasoning,  the  following equa- 
h) m 
tion is applicable  to  the  air-cooled  turbine  considered: 
If the  stators  are  cooled,  another  term QS/"fil must be 
included in the  right  member of equation ( 2 9 ) .  
Direct  determination  of  the  function in equation (29) is, how- 
ever,  impossible  if  the  data  are  evaluated using equation (141, 
which gives PB - Pp. Recours8 is thersfore  made to equation (23) 
for  evaluating  the  coolant pumping power Pp. When equations (14) 
and  (23),are  combined,  the blade power of an  air-cooled  turbine  can 
be  determined.  This  blade  power  can. als6 be  presented  in  dimen- 
sionless form. If equation (28) is rearranged, 
Theref ore 
Because of the five  dependent  variables,  determining fv1Ir in 
equatfon (30) would be 
obtained from equation 
extremely complex. Inasmuch a8 Pp is 
(23), then in dimensionless form 
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Investigations of an air-cooled  turbine are required to establish 
the  relation between the left side of equation (31) and the  param- 
eters in the  right member. 8 
M 
4. 
Efficiency 
In addition to the power components (losses and useful power), 
the efficiency  is required for  turbine-performance evaluation. The 
efficiency of an uncooled turbine, usually called  the  adiabatic 
efficiency Tad,  is defined a s  the ratio of the blade power (equa- 
tion ( 7 ) )  to the ideal  power (equatfan (3)). Thus, the  efficiency 
is  given by the formula 
For the cooled turbine, a slmilaf efficiency would be the ratfo 
of the net power 011 the blade due to the action of the combustion 
gases and the cooling  air PB - Pp (equation (14)) to the ideal 
power  (equaticm (19)). Thus, both fluids are considered in the 
numerator snd the  denominator of the ratio. The efficiency formula 
reduces to - 
or 
where 
- 
h'a,4, s final total enthalpy of cooling  air w i t h  process  de- scribed, (Btu/lb) 
- 
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Use of equation (33) is  tedious  because of the determination of y g  
and ya; equation  (34)  is  therefore  recommended. Methods for 
obtaining h*a,C,s and htg 4 are described in reference 14. 
Equation (34) reverts to equation (32) when the  turbine  is  uncooled 
(tht is, wa = 0 and Qs = 0). 
. final  total  enthalpy  of  combustion  gas  attained  with 
process  described,  (Btu/lb) 
Y ?  
. 
Y 
The  efficiency, as defined by equation (34), involves both aero- 
dynamic and cooling  losses  and  objections may be raised to use  of 
such an efficiency.  Work  is  being  done to break  up the  efficiency 
so defined  into  its  component  efficiencies. A certain  parallelism 
does exist,  however,  between the efficiencies  defined by equation (32) 
for  the uncooled  turbine  and by equation (34) for  the  cooled  turbine. 
Both are ratios of work done an the  blades to the  ideal  isentropic 
work and, as such,  equation (34) seem to have definite  meaning. 
Parameters  Affecting  Efficiency 
If  the  principal  factor  influencing the efficiency of an uncooled 
turbine  is  assumed to be the correct  angle of attack on the blades, 
methods similar to those  developed'for  determining the parameters 
affecting  blade  power can be used to show that the same  parameters 
affect  efficiency. Then, for  the uncooled  turbine - 
For the  cooled  turbine 
'B - 'I? 
'id 'ad 
and  from  equation (36) and equatima (301, (33), and (351, it can 
be analytically shown that the efficiency  should be represented by 
the formula 
The  term Q&fil io  omitted if the  nozzlea are uncooled. 
- 
.. . " 
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.. When  experimental  results are evaluated,  parameters  deduced by 
dimensional theory do not  always  maintain  the  importance  attached 
to  them  in  the  analysis;  consequently, emphasis is placed on the 
lack of experimental  verification  of  equations (31)' and (37) at  the 
present  time'.  Experimental  results may invalidate  certain  assump- 
tions made in the  analysis  that were used  to  delete  other  terms. 
The cooled  turbine-performance equations should  therefore be used 
with some caution.  Consideration of the  parameters  that  have  be811 
included,  however,  results  in  the  establishment of first-order 
effects. 
Pressure  Ratio  across Turbine 
After  the  turbine has been investigated,  one of the most impor- 
tant  uses  of  the  data is in the  evaluation of the performance of a 
Jet engine under  various  flight  conditions.  Determination  of  the 
pressure  and  the  temperature  at the urbine  inlet is usdally  possible 
from flight  conditfons,  together  with  operational  data on the  engine 
inlet  diffuser, the compressor, and the  combustor. These deter- 
mined turbine-inlet  conditions may then be used  in  canJunction  with 
the  turbine-performance  data  to  calculate flow conditions damstream 
of the  turbine. The turbine-outlet  conditions,  together  with  the 
thrust . One requirement' is the  downstream  pressure of the  turbine. L tail-pipe data and flight speed, are sufficient to determine engine 
b If the  function fmI1 is hm, the  pressure p' 
4 d m -  
stream of the  cooled  turbine  could  be  tediously  determined  from 
equation (30); it  would, however, be more advantageous if 
could be determined  directly from an equation  similar  to  equa- 
tion (30). The  direct  method  is used in  wind-tunnel  investigations 
of engines (references 12 and W ) .  For the  case  where  the  flow  is 
critical,  the  pressure'  ratio c n be determined  from  the 
The indications  that wa&/8, should possibly be included 
as a parameter In the  right side of the  equation w i l l  have to be 
verified by investigations. 
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Consideration of R e y n o l d s  n&er fs usually neglected in 
uncooled turbine-performance plots because of the difficulty of G 
ascertaining Reynolds number effect on over-all performance. Little 
knowledge a d  considerable  coatroversy exist as to what is the effec- 
tive Reynolds nuniber of an uncwled turbine. 
N 
0) 
The Reynolds number effect 011 an uncooled  turbine  is  treated 
in reference  L5 as follows: The Reynolds number is 
where 
D characteristic dimension of turbine, (ft) 
Reg, 2 Reynolds number of combustion gas at  stator  outlet 
P theoretical  density of gss corresponding to theoretical  jet 
g, 2 velocity at stator  outlet,  (slugs/cu ft) 
%3,2 viscosity of gas  at sta3or  outlet,  (slugs/(ft)(sec)) 
where 
mas6 density of combustion gas at  stator  outlet based on 
tg'2 total pressure and tots1 temperature,  (alugs/cu ft) 
In equation (40), the total pressure at the  stator  outlet p' 
is assumed equal to  the  total pressure st the stator inlet p' 
and the static pressure at the stator outlet pg,2 equal to t he  
static pressure at the  rotor  outlet p The assumption that - 
g, 2 
g, 1 
g,3' 
i. - 
pg,2 - pg,3 is more valid for impulse turbines. On the basis of 
the total temperature at the stator outlet Ttg,2 equal to the 
QD t o t a l  temperature at the turbine inlet T t g , l  (no heat loss to  the 
3 stators &s = 0) and the foregofng suppositions, 
where 
Rg &as constant, (ft-lb/(lb)(%)) 
If the assumption is  made that pg,2 i s  proportional to  
(where n is an exponent determined f r o m  viscosity curves for 
combustion gases), then because 
Yg-1  Yg-1 
Tg,2 = T' ' (42) 
- where 
Tg, 2 stet lc  temperature at stator outlet, (42)  
the viscosity equatfon becomes 
where K is  a proportionality  constant. 
With the use of equations (40), (41), ( 4 3 1 ,  and the gas law 
p/p = @T, equation (39) becomes 
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If the  variations  in y g  and Rg are  neglected,  which is possible 
if the  parameters  previously  set  forth  are  used,  equation (44) f r
a given turbine  and  fluid  becomes 
From  foregoing  equations, ~ ' ~ , 1 / p ~ , ~  can  be s h m  as a function 
of parameters  already  listed  in  the  corrected  basic  equations for 
the  uncooled  turbine.  The only new variable  added  by  the  Reynolds 
number is the ratio ~l~,~/(T'~,l) , which replaces Re in n+1/2 * 
equations (27) and (35) if  this of defining  Reynolds  number 
is  used.  The  ratio , which  is  substituted  for - 
Re,  is  not  the total Reynoids  number  effect  because  the  pressure 
ratio in equatfon (45), which is represented  by  other  Parameters  in 
the  basic  equations, is also part of the Reynolds number  effect. 
Data  in  references 15 and 16 support  the usage of the  ratio  derived 
for  the  uncooled  impulse-type  turbine. 
On the  basis of equation (39) and  the  precedfng  discussion, the
Reynolds  number,  based on pressure6.and  temperatures  at  the  stator 
outlet and neglectfng y g  and Rg changes  as in the  uncooled  tur- 
bine  equation  development, is 
For the case of &s = 0, equatfon (46) is  applicable to both the 
cooled and the  uncooled  turbine. Lf the stators  are  cooled, a drop - 
In total  temperature  across  the  stertors  is  obtained. This temperature 
drop may be written as - 
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where 
C specific heat of combustion gas at constant pressure, 
PY g (Hu/(lb) (%I 1 
From equation ( 4 7 ) ,  it can be shown that 
At equivaient operating  conaitions, the boundary layer  should be 
more  stable around 8 cooled  stator blade than around an uncooled 
stator blade; consequently, the losses should be less for the cooled 
stators. The assumption that p' is equal to p r  for the 
turbine vith cooled  stators  should  therefore be more accurate than 
for the uncooled turbine. 
g, 2 g, 1 
The parameters  affecting the ratio ps,2/prg,2 (equation (46)) 
are believed to exist in the cooled turbine-perfomnce equations. 
As a consequence, the only paramster  affecting Reynolds number that 
does not appear  in the performance  equations is p' g,l/( Ttg, 1) 
as was shown to be the c a m  of the uncooled turbine.. In determining 
cooled  turbine  performance,  it  is  therefore  suggested  that  this  ratio 
be substftuted for Be in equaticms (31), (37), and (38). 
n+l/2 
B l a d e  Power 
In order to evaluate the effect of the  various peflormance 
parameters on the blade parer PB, equation (31) is recommended. 
The function f* must be established by conducting  experiments to 
obtain  data f r o m  which  families of curves can be constructed in 
order  to determine the effect of P',,~/P'~,~, H / f i l Y  
and if the stators are 
cooled on P B / B l 6 .  Conducting tests in which one 
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parameter  is vari .ed and four are held 
inlet and constant wheel speed fix N/fll and PIg, 1/( T' g, G 
The rotor-blade  cooling-air  inlet  temperature and the cooling-air 
flaw r&te can be  kept  constant and comdbustion-gsa flow rate varied. 
In order to eliminate  the  effect of as/sl./e5 on the blade power, 
the stators can be uncooled for  these determinations  in  which 
P'm,4/Pt g, 1 is varied. The ,&ts for such experiments can be plotted 
8s shown in curve 1 of f igu& 5 (a). Because  the  pressure  ratios 
considered are less than critical, the  corrected weight flow of  com- 
buetidn gases wg@l/S, is substituted for the pressure ratio 
h) 
0, 
P'Rl,.&'g,l in ffgares 5 to 9. As the cambustfon--gas flaw varies, 
the p=-ter ptrn,& g, I varies; and because variation in 
conibustion-@;as flow rate  causes  the outside heat-transfer  coeffi- 
cient to chaage, Q&jl@~ a l s o  varies. For each  point on the 
curve (points a, b, c, and so forth, fig. 5(a)) the value of 
~ J 6 1 f l ~  is somewhat different . 
The cooling-air  temperature or cooling-air flow rate  can be 
then adjusted to another set of values in such a way as to cause an 
appreciable  change  in Q a / G l f i l  and the determinations repeated 
to obtain  another curve (:curve 2) similar to curve 1. The average 
value of QJ~~&~ for  curve 2 can be less or greater than that 
for curve 1. This procedure is repeated until the number of curves 
obtained is swficfent for the desired  range and interval of a e  
parameter ~,J~,fll. 
The next step l e  to plot the actual values of Q&l&l 
obtained at points a, b., c, d, and e on curve l (fig. 5(a))  against 
the corresponding x, y, and z value8 of wg&& (curve I, 
fig. 5(b)), The  procedure is.repeated for the  other curves in 
figure 5(a). Through the resulting  family of curves (1, 2, 3, . . , 
), lines X, Y, and Z, which correspond to conatant  values of 
are drawn. Then the values of the sbscissa wg&/6l 
(xm, y', and 2 ' )  at the intersections of X, Y, and 2 wtth the 
curves 1, 2, . . . a m  noted. When the value of P& cor- 
responding  to the x' value of wg&/% is  determined from 
curve l of figure S(a) and is plotted as in figure 5 (c), the point 
thus btermtned on a curve represents the value of Q J E ~ @ ~  equal 
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* t o  the X value of figure 5(b). Re eating  the procedure with curve 2 
Q (fig.  5(a)) and y' values of wa&/51 (fig.  5(b)) determines a 
5 second point on the curve in  figure  5(c) having a value of Q/E1fi = X. This procedure is repeated until the desired number 
of curves, each, for a canstant value of %/SI&, are obtained 
(fig. 5(c) 1 
The experiments and procedures for determining figure 5 c can 
be repeated for  other  constant  values of turbine speed IT/ JP 8 1  
unt i l  a series of curves as shown in  figure 6 i s  obtained. 
Satisfactory evaluation of the effect of Q&lfil f o r  a l l  
conditions is expected if, for several fixed values of Q,&fi~, 
the  previously  described determinatFons are  repeated  for d g  the 
highest and lowest values of and Q&l@l; the resulting 
curve6 are shown in f igure 7 .  The effect of Q s / 6 L f i l  a t  other 
values of these two parameters can probably be determined by inter- 
polation of the curves shown in figures 6 and 7 .  Because variation 
of the parameter Q&ln/e?. is related t o  changes in wg, adjust- 
ment of stator coolant flow or coolant temperature is  necessary i n  
i n  figure 7 without a  great amount of cross-plotting. 
I- order to keep the  paraneter  constant so as to obtain  cumes  as shown 
.I For the  turbine  with cooled stators,  a  possible means of elim- 
inating the parameter f&/€5lfll from equation (37) is to substitute 
62 and e2 f o r  SI and 81, respectively. The to ta l  tsmpelvtture 
at the stator outlet, which is used t o  calculate 82,  can be deter- 
mined from equation (47). Inasmuch as calculating p' upon which 
62 depends and measuring between the stators and the rotor are very 
difficult, it would be desirable if  81 could be used. As previ- 
ously stated, heat pickup from the gases by the  stators should st&- 
bilize the stator b d r y  layer and result  in  smaller  losses in 
to ta l  pr'essure across the stators than i f  they were uncooled. Hence 
as Qs is increased, the total-pressure drop across the stators is 
expected to  decrease. Because the drop is smal in any case, the 
effect of QS/61fil on the dependent  and independent parameters 
is probably negligible even if 81 is used. Substitution of 82 
for  81  i n  the parameters in figures 5 and 6 is therefor8 recom- 
ure 6 that will be applicable f o r  any Q,&,& Palue is expected. 
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.. mended  and a8 8 result, a  series of curves similar to those of fig- 
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This proposal  remains  unchecked  until  such  time  as  investigations 
of the  type sham in  figure 7 have been conducted. 
The  final parameter to  be evaluated  is  p g, l/(T' g, 1) 
n 4 2  
which replaces the Reynolds number parameter Re in  the  equations. 
Usually the Reynolds number  effect is small and., as in the inves- 
tigations for determining the effect of Q&l@l, it 1s thought 
that  if  Invest1  tions  are  conducted  varying  the  parameter 
~ @ ~ / 6 ~ ,  and $/s,R/zsl, the  reeults  can be interpolated to find 
the  effect of p'g,l/(T'g,l) n+1/2 on the net blade  power at other 
values of thsse  three  parameters. A set of curves  determined by 
the  method just  described  is  ehowh in figure 8, where 82 is used 
on the  supposition  that  such usage eliminates the  stator  heat-loss 
parameter from consideration. 
p'g  1/(Ttg,1) n+42 for highest and lowest value8 of H / f l ,  
The shapes of curves  that  result from investigations are unknown 
and the curves of figures 5 to 8 are merely representative of the 
method  described  and have no relation to actual  results.  Although 
experimental  investigations have not yet been conducted by the NACA 
or  by other  research  groups  (as far as is known), it is, however, 
expected on the baeris of uncooled  turbine  data  that for a given 
value of Q&j1fl2 such a8 X the  curves of figure 6 may look like 
those in figure 9. 
For the  experiments  required to construct  figures 5 to 9, 
PB - Pp is  calculated  using  equation (E) and then Pg is  deter- 
mined by  addfng the  coolant  pumping  power Pp, as determined  by 
equation (23), to equation (15). 
Shaft Power 
Determination of the sources of large  losses is neceseary  if 
the shaft  power is appreciably  different from the blade parer. The 
more common  losses  that must be determined  are  the  rotor-disk  fric- 
tion,  bearing  and gear, and miscellaneous  losses, which have been 
described. 
Disk  friction losses. - The motoring  investigation  method fully 
described previously is recommended for determining  the  rotor-disk 
G 
N 
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- friction losses. The type of curve to draw  after  the  losses  are 
determined can be deduced f r o m  equation (lo), the  theoretical  equa- 
tion for these losses. From equation (lo), 
where 
C constant 
or 
Consequently if the motoring  test values of P /p 
plotted aBinst the  turbine  speed I? on log-log coordinates, a 
straight  line  should  theoretically  result. From the experimental 
curve, the  value of the  constant can be obtained as a check  against 
the  theoretical  constant in equation (49). 
m g  pg 
are 
I- Bearing  and  gear  losses. -,The bearing end gear losses  should 
be obtained by both methods, heat to oil and laotorfng  investigations 
imf'erred from the  discussion  of  the  parameters  affecting these losses 
(that is, turbine  speed, oil flow rate, and  oil-inlet  temperature). 
- previously discusised. The tspes of plot to W e  can be easily 
Miscellaneous losses. - These losses depend on the  accessories 
being driven by the turbine and,  inasmuch as the  type  and m&er 
may be different  from  setup to setup, the investigations required 
or  the  representation f the losses in plots are therefore  omitted. 
$ff iciencg 
The  effect of the  various  performance  parameters on the ef'fi- 
ciency (equation ( 3 7 f )  can be evaluated  from  the  same  data and in a 
manner similar to that described for the evaluation  of  blade power. 
Equation (34) is  used to calculate the efficiency. Plo t s  sidlsr 
to those of figures 5 to 9 are made with efficiency.as  the  dependent 
parameter involved instead of PB/sr&. 
L 
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Pressure  Ratio 
In addition  to  the  determination of blade p e r  and efficiency 
from  investigations,  evaluation  of  the  effect of the  pressure  ratio P 
as  shown by equation (38) on the  performance  parameters  is  recom- 
mended. The usefulness of this  type of. evaluation of pressure  ratio 
can  be  demonstrated in the  calculations of engine  thrust.  The  data 
obtained  for  the  determimition of parer  and  efficiency  can  be  used 
to  evaluate  the  pressure  ratio, the working  plots and final plots 
being  similar  to  figures 5 to 9. 
w 
N 
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EVALUATIOH 03' FACTORS IN FORMULAS 
Heat Lous from  Combustion Gases 
The combustion gases passing Over the  stator and rotor  blades 
lose heat to the  cooling  air  passing  through  these  turbine  parts. 
The method of determining  the hest.10~~ to the  rotor  blades (& is 
fully  discussea in reference 1. The heat loss to the  cooling  air 
passing  through the stators  can  be.calculated  from  the  simple 
formula 
where 
X 
8 Y  S cooling-air  flow  rate  through  stators, (lb/sec) 
*!e' a, S rise in total  temperature ,of cooling air  passing  through 
' stators, (9) 
Thus,  measurements of the  rise in total  temperature and the  flow 
rate of the cooling air  are  required. 
Eslthalpy of Conibustion Gases 
In several equations,  the enthalpy hag,1 based on total  tem- 
perature at the  turbine  inlet Ttg,l occurs. In  order t o  ev'aluate 
this  factor,  the  fuel-air  ratio and the hydrogen-carbon ratlo of 
the fuel must  be known in  addition to the  temperature. The method 
of  determining the enthalpy,  when  the values of T g g , l r  f/a,  and 
H/C  are known, is given in reference 14. 
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* The total enthalpy of the mixture of coubustian gases and 
cooling  air  downstream of the  turbine haml4 is determined in like 
manner  from  the  total  temperature of the mixture TImJg and from 8 
fuel-air  ratio  baaed on the  ratio of the  weight flow rate of fuel 
t o  the sum of the  weight flow rates of cdustion gases  and  cooling 
air  through the rotor;  the  hydrogen-carbon  ratio  remains  unchanged. 
With  the  tot81  temperature of the cooling  air  at the blade 
inlet  or  wherever  the  air  is  introduced  into  the  wheel known, the 
total  enthalpy of the  cooling  air h", can be determined by the 
charts in reference 14. 
Two other  factors must be Imoom: the ideal  enthalpy  change  of 
the  conibustion gases across  the  turb-ine Ash'g and  the  ideal 
enthalpy  change of the cooling  air from the  point of entrance to 
the  rotor to the point of mixing with the gases  downstream of the 
rotor  Ashra. In addition t o  the  temperature,  fuel-alr r a t io ,  and 
hydrogen-carbon  ratio  required for determiningthe initial enthalpy 
states, the  total-pressure  ratio  across  the  turbine p' 
must be knm to  evaluate Ashrg; similarly  the  pressure  ratio 
g,Jp'ln,* 
r Pra,h/Pam,4 must be known to evaluate Ash*,. 
- Gas Properties 
The viscosity of the gases p surrounding  the  disk  must be g 
hwn in  determi- the rotor-disk  friction loss. In order to 
de,termine the viscosity, the atatfc  temperature and the fuel-air 
ratio of the gases around the  disk  and  hydrogen-carbon  ratio of 
the fuel must be known. The error  will be small, however, if the 
fuel-air  ratio of the gases passing  across the blades is  used. The 
viscosity of combustion gases can be found in reference 17 and 
values of Rg are given in  reference 5. 
The  terms 0 and 6 appearing in  the formulas are  what  might 
be  called  correlating  factors. In both 8 and 6, the terms yg  
and yo must be knm. Values of yg  can be determined f r o m  the 
total temperature,  fuel-air ratio, and mogen-carbon ratio at the 
location in question  or can be determined by using  reference 18. 
The standard  ratio of specific  heats ( y o  = 1.40) is for standard 
L sea-level air. 
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The exponent n used in the term substituted  for Reynolds 
number appears  in  the  expression  by  virtue of the proportionality 
that  exists  between  the  viscosity  of  the  combustion gase  and  the 
gas temperature  raised  to  the nth power. This  exponent  can  be 
determined from  curves  of  viscosity of gases against  teqprature 
for  several  fuel-air  ratios, which.in the  working range of tempera- 
tures ( f r o m  1000° to 3000° R) can be closely  approximated  by par- 
allel straight lines having a common slope of about 0.65. A value 
for n of about 0.65 is  therefore  recommsnded  for  use in the 
expression  replacing  the  Reynolds mniber. 
Pressures and Temperatures of' Gases surrounding Rotor 
The  density  of  the  gases  surrounding  the disk surfaces  appear 
as a parameter in.the plots of disk-friction  power  loss  against 
rotational  speed. If the  rotor-disk  friction losses, presumably 
obtained  by  investigations,  are  required  for  turbine  operating  con- 
ditions  other than those  maintained  for  the  investigations,  some 
mans must be provided  for  camputing  the  density.  This  computation 
necessitates  settfng  up  relations so that  the  static  temperatures 
and pressures  in  the  region of the  disk  can  be  determined  from 
other  operating  condltions,  possibly  the  conditions  of  the gases 
upstream  and  downstream of %e turbine. These relations  probably 
differ  for  each  turbine and consequmtly no general formula  can  be 
cited. A n  attempt  should  be  made  to  establish  empirical  relations 
between  the  gas  conditions  at  the  upstream  face  of the disk with 
those of the gases upstream of the turbine. In like msnner, rela- 
tions  should  also  be  established,  if  possible,  between  the  gas 
conditions  at  the  downstream f ce of the disk with  those of the gas 
flow  downstream of the  turbine. 
For the uncooled turbine, general plots of turbine performance 
have been  developed  that  incorporate  such  variables 88 power,  prss- 
sure  ratio,  efficiency, and so forth in a sfngle performance map. 
Each  such  general  plot has 8 particular  significance. For example, 
when matching of compressor  and  turbine is required, reference 19 
gives recommended plots.  Another exmple is illustrated in refer- 
ence 4. 
. 
w P 
bJ m 
Until  cooled  turbine-performance data are obtained and plotted 
in some manner similar  to  that  illustrated in figures 5 to 9, from 
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1 which curve shapes can be established, visualizing a generalized 
plot  that  represents all the  performance  characteristics of a 
cooled  turbine  is  difficult.  Because of the many parameters, which 
on the  basis of analysis  appear  to  affect  the  performance,  construc- 
tion of a single plot showing all  the  effects an every character- 
istic may be  either impossible or m e n  undesirable.  Nevertheless, 
adaptation of uncooled  turbine-performance  plotting schemes to  the 
analysis of cooled  turbines for reasons of  consistency,  convenience, 
and correlation  is  recommended. 
8 
3 
In addition to the general plots, each  investigator may find 
it useful to  construct  addftional plots that give information of a 
specific  nature. No attempt has been made herein to anticipate the 
nature of such  specific  plots. A useful  basic set of curves con- 
sists of the maxfmum net  power  (the gross power  minus the pumping 
losses) and the power required  for compressing the cooling air  to 
the  pressure  required at the  point of entrance in the turbine wheel 
plotted  against  coolant flow rate for several  fixed  sets of turbine 
conditions. Maximum net  power  represents the case  for  vhich  blade 
temperatures  are  at he allowable  limLtfng values. Such performance 
curves requfre the use of practfcslly all the characteristic  curves 
established from data and  described in references 1 and 2. 
- 
Lewis  Flight  Propulsion  Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, - Clevelazid, Ohio. 
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GPMBOLS - 
The following symbols are ueed in this report: 
b length of blade (span), ft 
C constant 
c, rotor-tip  clearance, ft 
?P 
D characteristic dimensions of turbine, ft; diameter, ft 
E mechanical  energy,  Btu/lb 
f unknown function (Superscripts differentiate unkncrwn functions. ) - 
specific  heat at constant pressure, Btu/(lb) (9) 
f/a hel-air ratio 
fs s l i p  factor 
g ratio  of absolute to gravitational  unit of Iraa88, Ib/slug; 
accereratton due to gravity, ft/sec2 
H/C hydrogen-carbon  ratio 
h enthalpy, Btu/lb 
h' enthalpy based on total temperature, Btu/lb 
h" , enthalpy based on total  temperature  relative to moving 
blades,  Btu/lb 
3 mechanical equivalent of heat, 778.3 ft-lb/Btu 
K constant 
R aped of rotation, rpm 
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n 
P 
P 
P' 
Pn 
Q 
R 
Re 
r 
T 
T' 
TN 
b 
U 
- V 
W 
U 
B 
exponent 
Pow=-, hP 
S f X t i C  pressure, lb/Sq f t  8bSOlUte 
total pressure, Ib/sq ft absolute 
total pressure relative t o  moving blades, lb/sq Ft absolute 
heat flow rate, Btu/sec 
gas constant, Ft-lb/(lb) (%) 
Reynolds d e r  
radius, ft 
static  temperature, "R 
total temperature, OR 
total  temperature relative to m o v i n g  blades, €3 
tangential velocity, ft/sec 
absolute velocity, f t f s e c  
velocity relative to moVing b lahs ,  ft/sec 
wefght flow rate, lb/sec 
angle of absolute  velocity (fig, 4), deg 
angle of relative velocity, deg 
rstfo of specific heats 
prefix t o  indicate change 
pressure correction ratio, 7 ~ 1 / 7 ~ p ~  
0 
efficiency 
temperature correction ratio, ~T'/Y~T~ 
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IJ absolute viscosity,. sluge/(sec) (ft) 
P mass density, slugs/cu ft 
P'  mass density  based on eotal conditions,  slugs/cu  ft 
0 thickness coefficient (unity for reaction turbines) 
(9 s n g ~ l a r  velocity, raaans/sec 
Subscripte: 
a 
rta 
dl 
ax 
B 
BE 
BL 
g 
h 
id 
L 
M 
m 
0 
P 
PR 
R 
cooling  air 
adiabatic 
cooling-air losses 
axial 
blade 
bearing and gear losses 
rotor-blade loss 
conibustion gas 
station at blade root 
ideal 
lubricant (oil) 
miscellaneous losses 
mixture (referring to mixing of combustion gases and cooling 
. air) 
NACA sea-level  air 
pumping power f r o m  blade root to tip when used. with P 
pumping power from Center l ine of engine to blade root when 
used wfth P 
rotor 
8 
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1 RF rotor-disk  friction loss 
S stator 
33' SL stator lose cu 
2 E fsentropic  process 
T atation at blade tip 
TL rotor-tip leakage loss 
U tangential  component 
x radial distance from  blade root  to point on blade span con- 
sidered, Ft 
Stations through turbine 
1 stator inlet 
2 stator outlet or rotor-blade inlet 
3 rotor-blade  outlet 
4 downstream of turbine where comglete mixing of cdustion 
. 
I 
gases and cooling air occur6 
5 jet-nozzle outlet 
A, A' 
State  points on temperature-entropy diagram 
3' 
4'  
5' 
The quantfties related to absolute  total  conditions a r e  designated 
by a prime. The quantities  related to relative  total  condftions 
are designated by a double  prime. 
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(a) Ideal cycle of vorkm fluid (Brayton cycle). 
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Pi&ure 2. - Tanparatura-entropy diagram for turbofat englnc. 
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(d) netu cycle of rotor-blsde mom air in air--led turbine. 
Fiaure  2. - ConcLuded. Temperatura-entmpy diagrem for turbojet engine. 
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Figure 3 .  - Schamatic relation of power concepts o f  coolad turbine sbDwing power-lose disslgation. 
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Figure 4. - Velocity diagram for stator and rotor blades. 
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(a) Correctad blade power plotted against corrected 
combustion-gas weight f l o w .  
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(b) Corrected hrst addition to cooling air plotted 
against corrected combustion-gas weight flow. 
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(c) Corrected blsde power plotted against corrected 
combustion-gas weight flow for constent values of 
corrected heat addition to cooling air. 
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Figure 6. - Variation of corrected blade power with 
corrected  combustion-gas  weight flow for several 
corrected  heat  additions  to coolin air and  three n+1/2 
corrected turbine speeds. Q&14, 0; ptg,l/(Tkl) 9 
constant; and p' constant. 63J' 
. 
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Figure 7. - Variation of corrected blade power with corrected combustion-mas 
weight flow for two values of corrected heat addition to coaling air, two 
value8 of oorreoted turbine speed, and separal values of oorrected heat 
addition to stators. 
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Figure 8 .  - Variation of corrected blade power with Reynolds 
number parameter for eeveral values of corrected turbine speed, 
corrected  combustion-gas  weight flow, CLnd corrected heat 
addition to cooling air. 
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Figure 9 .  - Variation of  corrected blade power with 
corrected combustion-gas weight flow f o r  three corrected 
turbine speeds at constant corrected heat additfon to 
cooling air. 

